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Abstract. We prove that, if A is a positively graded, graded commutative,
local, finite Hopf algebra, its cohomology is finitely generated, thus unifying
classical results of Wilkerson and Hopkins-Smith, and of Friedlander-Suslin.
We do this by showing the existence of conormal elementary quotients.
1. Introduction
The cohomology of a Hopf algebra A, denoted by H˚,˚pA,kq “ Ext˚,˚pA,kq, has
a ring structure which has been extensively studied. One natural question is if such
ring is finitely generated. Another natural question is, if M is a Noetherian module
over a ring of A-invariants S, is the module H˚,˚pA,Mq Noetherian over the ring
H˚,˚pA,Sq. Wilkerson in [Wil81], and later Hopkins and Smith in [HS98], answer
both questions affirmatively when A is finite, positively graded, graded commutative
and connected, i.e., when A0 “ k. Friedlander and Suslin study the ungraded case
in [FS97], and show again that the first question and a slight variation of the second
question have positive answer when A “ A0 is finite and local .
The main result of our paper is an unification of the two classical results of
Wilkerson and Friedlander-Suslin.
Theorem 1.1 (Theorem 4.2). Let A be positively graded, graded commutative,
local, finite Hopf algebra over a field k. We have the following:
(H) the cohomology ring H˚,˚pA,kq is a finitely generated k-algebra;
(Q) if AÑ B is a quotient of graded commutative Hopf algebras, H˚,˚pB,kq is
a finite H˚,˚pA,kq-module;
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(M) if R is a Noetherian ring on which A acts trivially and M is a finite R-
module, H˚,˚pA,Mq is a finite H˚,˚pA,Rq-module.
When A “ A0 this is the result of Friedlander-Suslin, and when A0 “ k this is
the result of Wilkerson and Hopkins-Smith.
To prove this result we proceed by induction on dimkA. One mayor technical
obstacle is the following. The proof of the result of Wilkerson (and of Hopkins-
Smith) is by induction and relies on the existence of cocentral elementary quotients
(see section 2.1 for the definitions). This heavily depends on the fact that the Hopf
algebras considered are connected, and it is no longer true in our setting, as example
3.3 shows. We show that, when A0 is local, we can however construct conormal
elementary quotients.
Proposition 1.2 (Proposition 3.16). Let A be a finite, positively graded, graded
commutative, local, Hopf algebra. Then A has a conormal elementary quotient.
This result is what allow us to do induction (since these quotients are conormal
and not cocentral, the induction is necessarily more involved).
We point out that, since an (affine) infinitesimal group scheme is represented by
a finite, local, commutative Hopf algebra A, if we consider this Hopf algebra A as
trivially graded, the above proposition has the following immediate corollary.
Corollary 1.3. Let G be an (affine) infinitesimal group scheme. Then G has a
closed normal elementary subgroup scheme.
Acknowledgments. We would like to thank John H. Palmieri and Julia Pevtsova
for the numerous useful discussions.
2. Preliminaries
Throughout the paper, we will fix a perfect field k of characteristic p ą 0 (the
main theorem is trivial if chark “ 0).
We will briefly recall some of the definitions and results that we will use in our
paper.
2.1. Graded group schemes and graded group varieties. We start with some
definitions and results of the first author in [AR14b]. The interested reader should
look at [AR14b] and [AR14a] for a more exhaustive treatise.
Definition 2.1 ([AR14b, Definition 2.1]). Let GR be the category of (finitely gen-
erated) graded commutative k-algebras. A representable functor G : GRÑ pgroupsq
is called an affine graded group scheme, or gr-group schemes for short. The graded
algebra representing G is denoted by krGs and is called the coordinate algebra of
G.
We will drop the word affine from now on, as all our gr-schemes will be assumed
to be affine.
Recall that a graded algebra is graded commutative if, for a, b homogeneous
elements in A, we have that ab “ p´1q|a||b|ba, where |a| is the degree of a. As in the
ungraded case, by Yoneda’s Lemma there is an equivalence of categories between
gr-group schemes and graded commutative Hopf algebras.
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Definition 2.2 ([AR14b, Definition 2.5]). We say that a gr-group scheme G is a
finite gr-group scheme if krGs is finite dimensional. In that case we can define kG
as the graded dual of krGs; kG is a called the group algebra for G.
Definition 2.3 ([AR14b, Definition 2.6]). We say that a gr-group scheme G is a
positive gr-group scheme if krGs is positively graded; that is krGs “
À
iě0pkrGsqi.
Definition 2.4 ([AR14b, Definition 3.1]). Let G be a gr-group scheme, and let
A “ krGs. If A0 is a local ring and A is positively graded, of finite type (that is,
each Ai is finite dimensional) we say that G is a graded group variety (gr-group
variety).
Remark 2.5. Equivalently, in the above definition we can ask for A to be positively
graded, of finite type and graded local (i.e., it has a unique homogeneous maximal
ideal). Indeed, if A is positively graded, A` is a ideal, and therefore A is graded
local if and only if A0 is local.
To describe the Hopf algebra structure of coordinate rings of gr-group varieties it
is enough to provide the comultiplication and the counit, by the following theorem.
Theorem 2.6 ([AR14b, Theorem 3.3]). Let A be a positively graded, graded local
bialgebra of finite type, there exists an antipode map S making A into a graded Hopf
algebra, that is, A is the coordinate ring of a gr-group variety.
Recall that, a graded k-algebraA is algebraically connected (or simply connected)
if A0 “ k. To relate the general case to the algebraically connected case, in [AR14b],
the first author constructed the algebraic connectivization of a graded Hopf algebra.
Definition 2.7 ([AR14b, Definition 3.5]). Let A be a graded Hopf algebra. Let
κpAq :“ AbA0 k. We call κpAq the algebraic connectivization of A.
Theorem 2.8 ([AR14b, Theorem 3.6]). Let A be a positively graded Hopf algebra.
The algebraic connectivization of A, κpAq, is an algebraically connected graded Hopf
algebra.
Moreover, the first author shows that we can recover the algebra structure of the
coordinate ring A of gr-group varieties for A0 and κpAq.
Theorem 2.9 ([AR14b, Theorem 3.11]). Let A be the coordinate ring of a gr-group
variety. Then A – A0 bk κpAq as graded algebras.
Finally, we will use the following notations.
Definition 2.10 ([AR14b, Definition 2.3]). We denote krx1, . . . , xns
gr to be the
graded polynomial ring over k in n-variable, where xixj “ p´1q
|xi||xj|xjxi. Note
that if char pkq ‰ 2, then x2i “ 0 if |xi| is odd.
Definition 2.11. An element x in a Hopf algebra is called primitive if ∆pxq “
xb1`1bx. A Hopf algebra E is elementary if E – krxsgr{pxpq, ∆pxq “ xb1`1bx,
εpxq “ 0. A gr-group scheme represented by an elementary Hopf algebra is called
elementary.
Remark 2.12. In the previous definition, we do not exclude the case when |x| is
odd and chark ‰ 2. In that case, E “ krxsgr “ krxs{px2q “ krxsgr{pxpq, since
x2 “ 0.
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Remark 2.13. This is a slightly more restrictive notion of elementary than what
is used in the literature. In general, elementary Hop algebras are of the form
krxsgr{pxp
e
q for e ě 1. For simplicity, we will only allow e “ 1. The advantage is
that, with our notion, if E is elementary, so is its dual E˚.
Definition 2.14. If A is a positively graded Hopf algebra, and a P A, we use the
notation ∆paq :“ ∆paq´ ab 1´ 1b a. We will call ∆ the reduced comultiplication
(or non primitive comultiplication).
The reason for this notation is the following. If A is graded local, the counit
diagram implies that ∆paq “ ab 1` 1b a` . . . (see the proof of [AR14b, Theorem
3.3]). Thus ∆paq is the non-primitive part of the comultiplication. If fact, a P A is
primitive if and only if ∆paq “ 0.
We will now briefly recall the notion of Frobenius kernel (see [AR14a, Section 3]
for the discussion in the graded case).
Definition 2.15. If G is a gr-group scheme, the Frobenius morphism F r : GÑ G
is a gr-group scheme homomorphism (i.e., if it is a Hopf algebra morphism krGs Ñ
krGs). Its kernel is a gr-group scheme, called the rth Frobenius kernel, and is
denoted by Gprq.
Remark 2.16. If I “ pf1, . . . , fnq is a finitely generated ideal in a ring, the ideal
Irp
rs is the ideal Irp
rs “ pfp
r
1
, . . . , fp
r
n q, [ST12, Definition 2.11]. It is not hard to see
that the ideal Irp
rs is independent of the choice of generators for I, [ST12, Exercise
2.12]. Let G be a gr-group scheme represented by krGs and let IG be its the
augmentation ideal; then Gprq is represented by krGprqs “ krGs{I
rprs
G . Therefore,
for any gr-group scheme G, the Frobenius kernel is a finite gr-group variety.
2.2. Short exact sequence of Hopf algebras and cohomology. Recall the
following definitions (see [Pal01, §1.4] for more details).
Definition 2.17. Let
kÑ B Ñ AÑ C Ñ k
be a short exact sequence of graded Hopf algebras. We say that B is a normal
sub-Hopf algebra of A and that C is a conormal quotient of A.
Definition 2.18. If krGs and krHs are coordinate rings of the graded group schemes
G and H, respectively, we say that H is a closed graded subgroup scheme of G if
there is a surjection of graded Hopf algebras krGs Ñ krHs. If furthermore krHs is
a conormal quotient, we say that H is normal in G. In this case, there is a short
exact sequence of graded Hopf algebras kÑ B Ñ krGs Ñ krHs Ñ k: the gr-group
scheme represented by B will be denoted by G{H, i.e., B “ krG{Hs.
Lemma 2.19. If G and H are graded group schemes, H is a closed graded subgroup
scheme of G if and only if, for every graded commutative k-algebra R, HpRq is a
subgroup of GpRq. Moreover, in this case, H is normal if and only if HpRq is a
normal subgroup of GpRq for every R.
Proof. The first assertion is immediate form Yoneda’s lemma. The second assertion
is a consequence of Yoneda’s lemma as well, once one notices that krG{Hs represents
the graded group scheme GpRq{HpRq. 
In [AR14b], the first author proved the following lemma.
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Lemma 2.20 ([AR14b, Lemma 3.7]). Let A be a positively graded Hopf algebra.
There is a short exact sequence of graded Hopf algebras
kÑ A0 Ñ AÑ κpAq Ñ k
The proof is based on the observation that A0 can be obtained as the cotensor
product AκpAqk. Let us recall that, if f : AÑ B is a map of Hopf algebras, the
cotensor product is defined to be
ABk “ ta P A | pidb fqp∆paqq ´ ab 1 “ 0u,
and similarly for kBA.
Theorem 2.21 ([Pal01, Theorem 1.4.10]). Let G be a gr-group variety with A “
krGs, and let
kÑ B Ñ AÑ C Ñ k
be a short exact sequence of graded Hopf algebras. For any graded A-comodules
M1,M2,M3 there is a spectral sequence with
E
p,q,v
2
“ Extp,vB pM1,Ext
q,˚
C pM2,M3qq ñ Ext
p`q,v
A pM1 bM2,M3q.
The above is called the Lyndon-Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence, or LHS spec-
tral sequence, for short.
If G is a gr-group scheme with coordinate ring A, we define the cohomol-
ogy H˚,˚pA,kq :“ ExtApk,kq. This is a bi-graded ring, see [AR14a, Appen-
dix A]. Moreover, for any k vector space M , we consider the H˚,˚pA,kq-module
H˚,˚pA,Mq :“ ExtApk,Mq.
For completion we state the results from [FS97] and [Wil81] that we will unify.
Theorem 2.22 ([FS97, Theorems 1.1 and 1.5]). Let G be an infinitesimal group
scheme over k. The cohomology H˚pG,kq is finitely generated. Moreover, if M is
a finite k-vector space, H˚pG,Mq is a finite H˚pG,kq-module.
Theorem 2.23 ([Wil81, Theorem A], [HS98, Theorem 4.13]). If A is a finite di-
mensional graded connected commutative Hopf algebra, then H˚,˚pA,kq is a finitely
generated k-algebra. If S is a graded Noetherian ring of A invariants, and M is a
finite S-module, H˚,˚pA,Mq is a finite H˚,˚pA,Sq-module. If AÑ B is a quotient
of graded connected Hopf algebras, H˚,˚pB,kq is a finite H˚,˚pA,kq-module.
Finally, by direct computation, [Liu62] or [Wil81], it is well known that Theorem
4.2 holds when E is elementary. Moreover, let us recall that the cohomology in that
case is, up to nilpotents, a polynomial ring in one variable.
Lemma 2.24 ([Wil81, Proposition 2.2] and [AR14a, Proposition 6.10]). If E “
krxsgr{pxpq the cohomology H˚,˚pE,kq is
H˚,˚pE,kq –
$’&
’%
krysgr, |y| “ p1, |x|q, chark “ 2,
kry, λsgr, |y| “ p2, p|x|q, |λ| “ p1, |x|q, chark ą 2, |x| even,
krysgr, |y| “ p1, |x|q, chark ą 2, |x| odd.
Remark 2.25. Thus, if chark “ 2 or if chark ą 2 and |x| is odd, H˚,˚pE,kq –
krys; and if chark ą 2 and |x| is even, H˚,˚pE,kq – kry, λs{pλ2q.
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3. Conormal elementary quotients
3.1. Wilkerson’s construction. The proof of the finite generation of the coho-
mology ring for finite positively graded connected Hopf algebras, see [Wil81] and
[HS98], relies on the existence of elementary cocentral quotients in positive degree.
This is however no longer true in our setting, as example 3.3 shows. In this section
we recall Wilkerson’s construction, and we discuss where the obstacle lay in our
setting. We will construct conormal quotients in section 3.2.
Let A be a finite positively graded Hopf algebras, and let A˚ be its dual. If A˚ is
connected, there are primitive elements. Let χ P A˚ be any primitive of the highest
degree (among primitives). The following properties are easy to check (see [Wil81]
or [Liu62]).
Lemma 3.1. Let A˚ be a graded Hopf algebra (not necessarily connected) and let
χ P A˚ be primitive. Then χp is primitive and, for every α P A˚, rα, χs is primitive.
Back to the connected case, by maximality of the degree of χ, χp “ 0 and
rα, χs “ 0 for every α P pA˚q` Since pA
˚q0 “ k, then krχs
gr{pχpq is a central
elementary sub-Hopf algebra of A˚, which corresponds to a cocentral elementary
quotient AÑ E.
If we follow the same approach of [Wil81] in our setting, the first obstacle is that,
since our algebras are not connected, it is not clear that there will be primitive
elements in the dual. Luckily, these elements exists.
Lemma 3.2. Let A be a positively graded Hopf algebra. Then A˚ has primitive
elements in positive degree.
Proof. Since κpAq is a quotient of A, we have an inclusion κpAq˚ Ď A˚, and κpAq˚
is connected (since so is κpAq). Since there are primitive elements in κpAq˚, there
are primitive elements in positive degree in A˚. 
Let us choose then χ of maximal degree among the primitive elements in A˚;
since in general pA˚q0 ‰ k, the element χ will not be central, as the next example
shows.
Example 3.3. In this example we give the coordinate ring of a finite gr-group
variety with no cocentral elementary quotients. Let A “ krm,xsgr{pmp, xpq, where
chark “ p, |m| “ 0 and |x| “ 2, ∆pmq “ mbm, ∆pxq “ xbm, εpmq “ εpxq “ 0.
The quotient A Ñ krxsgr{pxpq is conormal, since krxsgr{pxpq “ κpAq, but not
cocentral. It is not hard to see that this is the only possible candidate for an
elementary quotient, and thus that A has no cocentral elementary quotients.
In the above example, the quotient was conormal, so one somewhat na¨ıvely hopes
that this procedure will produce conormal quotients. The problem is that we could
have several candidates for χ and, as examples 3.4 and 3.5 show, not all choices
would work. In 3.4, one of the elements of top degree of a given basis will not give
a conormal quotient, while the other one will. In 3.5, none of the elements of the
basis given in the representation will give a conormal quotient, but a specific linear
combination will.
Example 3.4. In this example we show the coordinate ring of a finite gr-group va-
riety where some of the quotients in the highest degree (which guarantees that they
are elementary) are conormal and some are not. Let A “ krm,x, ysgr{pmp, xp, ypq,
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chark “ p, |m| “ 0, |x| “ |y| “ 2, ∆pmq “ m b m, ∆pxq “ ∆pyq “ x b m,
εpmq “ εpxq “ εpyq “ 0. Notice that A Ñ krxsgr{pxpq is not conormal, but
AÑ krysgr{pypq is.
Example 3.5. This example is a variation of the previous one; it is given in
characteristic 2, but it is easily adaptable to any characteristic.
Let A “ F2rm,x, y, zs
gr{pm2, x2, y2, z2q, |m| “ 0, |x| “ |y| “ |z| “ 2, ∆pmq “
mbm, ∆pxq “ ∆pyq “ ∆pzq “ xbm`ybm`zbm, εpmq “ εpxq “ εpyq “ εpzq “ 0.
None of the quotients A Ñ F2rxs
gr{px2q, A Ñ F2rys
gr{py2q, or A Ñ F2rzs
gr{pz2q
are conormal. However, AÑ F2rx` ys
gr{ppx` yq2q is.
For completion, we comment on another possible approach, which fails in the
general case, but might work in some specific case. This approach is based on the
observation that an evenly graded Hopf algebra is a Hopf algebra, and thus one
might hope to only have to work with conormal quotient in odd degree and reduce
to the evenly graded case. This might seem a particularly interesting approach
since the comultiplication of the elements of odd degree is simpler (the square of
these elements is zero). Unfortunately, the even degree part might not be a sub-
Hopf algebra. For example, in 3.6, the only (conormal) quotient is in even degree,
while in odd degree there is no quotient. As mentioned, this happens because the
even part is not a sub-Hopf algebra.
Example 3.6. This is an example where the even part in not a sub-Hopf algebra.
Let A “ krx, ysgr{pxpq, chark “ p ą 2, |x| “ 2, |y| “ 1, ∆pyq “ 0, ∆pxq “ y b y,
εpxq “ εpyq “ 0. The even part of A is krxsgr{pxpq, which is not a sub-Hopf
algebra, and, for the same reason, the algebra quotient A Ñ krysgr is not a Hopf
algebra quotient. However, there is conormal quotient (cocentral, in fact): A Ñ
krxsgr{pxpq.
Question 3.7. If A is the coordinate ring of finite gr-group variety, does A have
an elementary conormal quotient in positive degree?
Notice that such quotient would necessarily be a quotient of κpAq as well. A
positive answer to the above question would provide an alternative proof of the
finite generation of the cohomology, using the diagram below:
k

k

k

k // A0
“ //

A0 //

k //

k
k // JE //

A //

E //
“

k
k // κpJEq //

κpAq //

E //

k
k k k.
It is our belief that a suitable variation ofWilkerson’s construction should provide
such quotients. In the next section, we will provide an alternative construction,
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which, however, does not guarantee that the quotients are in positive degree (i.e.,
they might be in degree 0).
3.2. Groups of unitriangular type. We have the following characterization of
conormal quotients of Hopf algebras.
Lemma 3.8. Let A be the dual of the coordinate ring of a finite gr-group variety
over k, let B Ď A be a graded Hopf sub-algebra and let IB be its augmentation
ideal. Let A˚ and B˚ be the duals of A and B, respectively, and let A˚ ։ B˚ be
the natural surjection dual of the inclusion B Ď A. The following are equivalent:
(a) IB ¨A “ A ¨ IB ;
(b) IB ¨A is a graded Hopf ideal of A;
(c) A ¨ IB is a graded Hopf ideal of A;
(d) IB ¨A is a (graded) Lie ideal of A;
(e) A ¨ IB is a (graded) Lie ideal of A;
(f) there is an exact sequence of graded Hopf algebras
(3.1) kÑ B Ñ AÑ CB Ñ k;
(g) there is an exact sequence of graded Hopf algebras
(3.2) kÑ JB˚ Ñ A
˚ Ñ B˚ Ñ k;
(h) A˚B˚k “ kB˚A
˚.
Proof. Notice that condition paq is equivalent to IB ¨A being a bi-ideal, see [MM65].
paq ñ pbq Since IB ¨ A “ A ¨ IB, C “ A{pIB ¨ Aq is a cocommutive bialgebra,
which is finite dimensional by the assumption on the dimensions. The dual C˚ is a
positively graded, commutative bialgebra. Notice that C˚ Ď A˚. In particular, C˚
is of finite type and C˚
0
Ď A˚
0
– krx1, . . . , xrs{px
pe1
1
, . . . , xp
er
r q, [Wat79, Theorem
14.4]. Therefore C˚
0
is a local ring. By [AR14b, Proposition A.4], C˚ is gr-local.
Thus, by [AR14b, Theorem 3.3], C˚ is a Hopf algebra. Since C is finite dimensional,
C – pC˚q˚ is also a Hopf algebra.
paq ñ pcq The proof is as above.
pbq, pcq ñ paq Clear.
paq ñ pdq Let a P A and z P IB ¨ A “ A ¨ IB . Let z “
ř
bixi “
ř
yjcj , with
bi, cj P A, xi, yj P IB ; then
ra, zs “ az ´ p´1q|a||z|za “ a
ÿ
bixi ´ p´1q
|a||z|p
ÿ
yjcjqb “
“
ÿ
abixi ´ p´1q
|a||z|
ÿ
yjcjb.
Notice that
ř
abixi P A ¨ IB “ IB ¨ A, while clearly
ř
yjcjb P IB ¨ A. Thus
ra, zs P IB ¨A.
paq ñ peq As above.
pdq ñ paq Let a P A and x P IB . Since 1 P A, x “ x ¨ 1 P IB ¨ A; then
ra, xs “ ax´ p´1q|a||x|xa P IB ¨ A. Therefore ax “ p´1q
|a||x|xa´ ra, xs P IB ¨ A.
peq ñ paq As above.
pbq ñ pfq Set CB “ A{pIB ¨Aq.
pfq ñ paq It is enough to observe that IB ¨ A “ kerpAÑ CBq “ A ¨ IB .
pfq ô pgq This is just duality.
pgq ô phq This is as in [MM65] since the surjection A˚ Ñ B˚ is split as map of
k-vector spaces. We point out that, in this case, JB˚ “ A˚B˚k.

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Lemma 3.9 (Noether correspondence for graded group schemes). Let G and H be
graded group schemes, with H a normal closed graded subgroup scheme of G. There
is a natural bijection"
closed graded subgroup
schemes of G{H
*
Ø
"
closed graded subgroup
schemes of G containing H
*
which preserves normality.
Proof. This is immediate from the functorial description, lemma 2.19. 
Remark 3.10. The previous lemma can be proven working directly with Hopf
algebras. By hypothesis, there is a short exact sequence of graded Hopf algebras
kÑ krG{Hs Ñ krGs Ñ krHs Ñ k.
Notice that K is a closed graded subgroup scheme of G containing H if and only
if the surjection krGs Ñ krHs factors as krGs Ñ krKs Ñ krHs. In that case, the
groupK{H is represented by the preimage of krKs in krG{Hs. Conversely, if K is a
subgroup of krG{Hs, the corresponding subgroup of G containing H is represented
by krGs bkrG{Hs krKs.
Definition 3.11. Let I “ pI1, . . . , Inq be a collection of non-negative integers,
with Ij ď Ij`1. The graded unitriangular scheme UTI is the gr-group scheme
with coordinate algebra krxijs
gr
1ďiăjďn, |xij | “ Ij ´ Ii, εpxijq “ 0 and ∆pxijq “ř
iăkăj xik b xkj .
As usual, if Ij ´ Ii is odd and chark ‰ 2, then x
2
ij “ 0.
Remark 3.12. When I “ p0, . . . , 0q, this is the usual unitriangular group scheme,
i.e., the scheme of upper triangular matrices with 1s on the main diagonal.
Remark 3.13. The gr-group schemeUTI is naturally a gr-subgroup scheme of the
graded general linear group GLI , as defined in [AR14a, Definition 5.1]. Moreover,
it is positively graded.
Lemma 3.14. For every I and r ě 1, the gr-group variety pUTIqprq has a chain
of closed graded subgroup varieties
pUTIqprq “ Us`1 ą Us ą . . . ą U1 ą U0 “ t1u,
such that each Ui is normal in pUTIqprq and, for each 0 ď i ď s, Ui`1{Ui is an
elementary gr-group scheme.
Proof. We will construct this sequence inductively: by the Noether correspondence,
Lemma 3.9, it is enough to show that for each 0 ď i ď s, pUTIqprq{Ui has a normal
elementary graded subgroup scheme.
Let us assume that we have constructed the first i subgroups and that the coor-
dinate ring of U i “ pUTIqprq{Ui is of the form
(3.3)
krU is “
krxij , x
pe
mls
gr
pi,jqPP
pxp
r
ij , x
pr
mlq
,P “ tpi, jq | 1 ď i ă j ă lu Y tpi, lq |m ă i ă lu, e ă r.
As usual, we are being redundant in the notation, since some of the variables
might satisfy x2ij “ 0. This is essentially the graded unitriangular matrices, minus
some variables which might have already disappeared, starting from the top right
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corner and proceeding top to bottom, right to left. In down to earth terms, the
pair pm, lq corresponds to the first existing row in the last existing column. The
comultiplication is of the form
(3.4) ∆pxijq “
ÿ
iăkăj
xik b xkj , ∆px
pe
mlq “
ÿ
măkăl
x
pe
mk b x
pe
kl .
Notice that this is certainly the case when i “ 0, as U0 “ pUTIqprq.
Let
α : krU is Ñ krEs “ krtsgr{ptp
r
q, xp
e
ml ÞÑ t, xij ÞÑ 0,
where |t| “ pepIl ´ Imq “ |x
pe
ml|, ∆ptq “ 0, εptq “ 0. Again, if |xml| is odd, then
e “ 0 and the map is to krEs “ krtsgr “ krtsgr{pt2q. Since the element xml does
not appear in the comultiplication of any other xij in krU
is, the above map is a
quotient of Hopf algebras. By Lemma 3.8, E is conormal in U i if and only
krU iskrEsk “ kkrEskrU
is.
We notice that, again since xml does not appear in the comultiplication of any other
xij , we have xij P krU
iskrEsk: indeed
pidbαqp∆pxijqq “ pidbαqpxijb1`1bxij`
ÿ
xikbxkjq “ xijb1 “ pidb1qpxijq.
Similarly
pidb αqp∆pxp
e`1
ml qq “ x
pe`1
ml b 1 “ pidb 1qpx
pe`1
ml q.
Thus krU iskrEsk contains the subalgebra generated by xij and x
pe`1
ml . Since
dimk krU
iskrEsk “
dimk krU
is
dimk krEs
“
dimk krU
is
p
“ dimk
krxij , x
pe`1
ml s
gr
pi,jqPP
pxp
r
ij , x
pr
mlq
,
we must have
krU iskrEsk “
krxij , x
pe`1
ml s
gr
pi,jqPP
pxp
r
ij , x
pr
mlq
.
Similarly
kkrEskrU
is “
krxij , x
pe`1
ml s
gr
pi,jqPP
pxp
r
ij , x
pr
mlq
.
Of course, if e ` 1 “ r, the variable xml will not be in the kernel anymore. If the
degree of xml is odd, the computation is the same, but, instead of dividing by p
in the dimension, we divide by 2. Thus we have shown that there is a short exact
sequence of graded Hopf algebras
kÑ
krxij , x
pe`1
ml s
gr
pi,jqPP
pxp
r
ij , x
pr
mlq
Ñ krU is Ñ krEs Ñ k,
with krEs elementary, which also shows inductively the description in (3.3), thus
completing the proof. 
We say that a graded group scheme as in (3.3) and (3.4) is of unitriangular type.
Lemma 3.15. Let G be a finite gr-group variety. There exists a closed gr-subgroup
embedding G ãÑ pUTIqprq for some index I and some positive integer r.
Proof. The proof is the same as [AR14a, Proposition 5.5]. 
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Proposition 3.16. Let G be a finite gr-group variety. Then G has a closed normal
elementary graded subgroup scheme.
Proof. Let G ãÑ pUTIqprq and let pUTIqprq “ Us`1 ą Us ą . . . ą U1 ą U0 “ t1u
be a chain of subgroups as in Lemma 3.14. Let us consider the new chain
(3.5) G “ GX Us`1 ě GX Us ě . . . ě GX U1 ě GX U0 “ t1u.
Notice that each GXUi is a normal closed graded subgroup scheme of G. Moreover,
there is a natural map GXUi Ñ Ui Ñ Ui{Ui´1. The kernel of this map is precisely
GX Ui´1, and we obtain an injective morphism of graded group schemes
GX Ui
GX Ui´1
ãÑ
Ui
Ui´1
.
Since E “ Ui{Ui´1 is elementary, pGXUiq{pGXUi´1q – E or pGXUiq{pGXUi´1q –
t1u. Since GXUs`1 “ G and GXU0 “ t1u, these quotients cannot be all t1u. Let
i0 be the smallest index such that pGXUiq{pGXUi´1q – E. Then, for each i ă i0,
GX Ui “ t1u and
E –
GX Ui0
GX Ui0´1
– GX Ui0 ;
therefore GXUi0 is an elementary normal closed graded subgroup scheme of G. 
Remark 3.17. The above (3.5) is a version of [HS98, Lemma A.15] in the non-
connected case.
4. Cohomology of finite graded group varieties
We can now prove our main theorem. We will prove it by induction, using
Proposition 3.16.
Lemma 4.1. Let G be a finite gr-group variety that acts on a gr-commutative ring
R. There exists N such that, for all x P R, the element xp
N
is invariant under G.
Proof. Having G acting on R corresponds to a coaction of A “ krGs on R. Since
G is a gr-group variety, we write pA0,mq for the local ring A0. For simplicity let x
be a homogeneous element in R, then the coaction is of the form
∆Rpxq “ p1`mq b x`
ÿ
m1 b x1 `
ÿ
a1 b b2,
where m P m, |x1| “ |x| and |a1| ` |b2| with |b2| ă |x|. Since A and A0 are finite
dimensional and A0 is local, it follows that ∆Rpx
pN q “ 1bxp
N
for N ąą 0, namely,
as soon as mp
N
“ 0. 
Theorem 4.2. Let A be the coordinate ring of a finite gr-group variety over a field
k. We have the following:
(H) the cohomology ring H˚,˚pA,kq is a finitely generated k-algebra;
(Q) if AÑ B is a quotient of graded commutative Hopf algebras, H˚,˚pB,kq is
a finite H˚,˚pA,kq-module;
(M) if R is a Noetherian ring on which A acts trivially and M is a finite R-
module, H˚,˚pA,Mq is a finite H˚,˚pA,Rq-module.
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Proof. The proof will proceed by induction on dimkA. For each of the above
properties pP q, we will denote by pPnq the correspond property for all A with
dimkA “ n.
If A is elementary, then the results are known – see [Liu62] or [Wil81].
Let dimkA “ n, A be non-elementary, and let E be a conormal elementary
quotient of A which exists by Proposition 3.16; let JE be the kernel of AÑ E, so
that we have the short exact sequence of graded Hopf algebras:
(4.6) kÑ JE Ñ AÑ E Ñ k,
where dimkE “ e, with e “ 2 or e “ p, and dimk JE “ dimkA{ dimkE “
n{e. The strategy of the proof will be the following: pHn{eq ` pMn{eq ñ pHnq;
pHn{eq ` pMn{eq ñ pMnq; and pHn{eq ` pMn{eq ` pQn{eq ñ pQnq.
pHn{eq ` pMn{eq ñ pHnq
Let
E
˚,˚
2
“ H˚,˚pJE , H
˚,˚pE,kqq ñ H˚,˚pA,kq
be the LHS spectral sequence induced by the short exact sequence in (4.6), which
exists because of Theorem 2.21. By Lemma 4.1 there is N " 0 such that, for all
x P H˚,˚pE,kq, xp
N
is JE invariant. Moreover, by [Pal01, Proposition 1.4.11], a
high enough power of the polynomial generator of H˚,˚pE,kq is a permanent cycle.
Let
(4.7) S “ H˚,˚pE,kqp
N
,
for N " 0. Notice that S is Noetherian (since it is isomorphic to a polynomial
ring in one variable), JE-invariant by construction and of permanent cycles. Since
H˚,˚pE,kq is finite over S, by pMn{eq we have that H
˚,˚pJE , H
˚,˚pE,kqq is finite
over
(4.8) H˚,˚pJE , Sq – H
˚,˚pJE ,kq b S.
Since H˚,˚pJE ,kq Ď E
˚,0
2
in the LHS spectral sequence, each page is naturally a
module over it. Thus, T “ H˚,˚pJE ,kq b S is made of permanent cycles, it is
Noetherian by pHn{eq and the E2 page of the LHS spectral sequence is a finite
module over T . By [Wil81, Lemma 3.1], H˚,˚pA,kq “ E˚,˚8 is Noetherian.
pHn{eq ` pMn{eq ñ pMn{eq
Let
F
˚,˚
2
“ H˚,˚pJE , H
˚,˚pE,Mqq ñ H˚,˚pA,Mq
and let
E1
˚,˚
2 “ H
˚,˚pJE , H
˚,˚pE,Rqq “ H˚,˚pJE , H
˚,˚pE,kqq bRñ
ñ H˚,˚pA,Rq – H˚,˚pA,kq bR.
Let S and T be the rings constructed in (4.7) and (4.8), and let S1 “ S b R and
T 1 “ TbR; by what was proven in the previous implication, E12 is a finite T
1-module.
On the other hand H˚,˚pE,Mq is finite over H˚,˚pE,Rq “ H˚,˚pE,kq b R. Since
H˚,˚pE,kq is finite over S, H˚,˚pE,Mq is finite over S1; since S is JE-invariant,
F2 is finite over S
1, which is a subring of invariants of E12 (like in the proof of the
previous implication). Moveover, T 1 is made of permanent cycles, and thus each
page Fr is finite over E
1
r, which is finite over a Noetherian ring T
1 of permanent
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cycles. Since T 1 is Noetherian, so is T 1
ev
(its even part), and E1r is still finite over
T 1
ev
. By [FS97, Lemma 1.6], F˚,˚8 “ H
˚,˚pA,Mq is finite over E1
˚,˚
8 “ H
˚,˚pA,Rq.
pHn{eq ` pMn{eq ` pQn{eq ñ pQnq
We have the following diagram
k // JE //

A //

E //

k
k // JE1 //

B //

E1 “ B bA E //

k
k k k.
In term of graded group schemes, if GA is the gr-group scheme represented by A
(and so forth) it corresponds to
t1u // GE // GA // GA{GE // t1u
t1u // GE XGB //
?
OO
GB //
?
OO
GB{GE XGB //
?
OO
t1u.
Since BbAE is a quotient of E, that is elementary, there are only two possibili-
ties. Either E1 – k or E1 – E (corresponding to the two possibilities GBXGE “ t1u
or GB XGE “ E). If E
1 – k, then JE1 – B, which means that B is a quotient of
a Hopf algebra of lower dimension. By pQn{eq, the map H
˚,˚pJE ,kq Ñ H
˚,˚pB,kq
is finite. Since this map factors as H˚,˚pJE ,kq Ñ H
˚,˚pA,kq Ñ H˚,˚pB,kq, the
map H˚,˚pA,kq Ñ H˚,˚pB,kq is finite.
If E1 – E, let
E
˚,˚
2
“ H˚,˚pJE , H
˚,˚pE,kqq ñ H˚,˚pA,kq
and let
F 1
˚,˚
2 “ H
˚,˚pJE1 , H
˚,˚pE1,kqq ñ H˚,˚pB,kq.
Let S and T be the rings constructed in (4.7) and (4.8). Using pHn{eq and pMn{eq,
as in the proof of the previous implication, we have that T ev is a Noetherian ring of
permanent cycles and that E˚,˚
2
is finite over it. Similarly, H˚,˚pJE1 , H
˚,˚pE1,kqq
is finite over H˚,˚pJE1 , Sq – H
˚,˚pJE1 ,kq b S. Notice that we are identifying
H˚,˚pE,kq andH˚,˚pE1,kq, sinceE – E1. On the other hand, by pQn{eq,H
˚,˚pJE1 ,kq
is finite overH˚,˚pJE ,kq. Thus, F
1˚,˚
2 is finite over the subring of permanent cycles
T ev of E˚,˚
2
, which means that F 1
˚,˚
r is always finite over E
˚,˚
r . By [FS97, Lemma
1.6], F 1
˚,˚
8 “ H
˚,˚pB,kq is finite over E˚,˚8 “ H
˚,˚pA,kq. 
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